


Since the foundation of Fargo Industrial, we have been acting in the hotel projects field.

Since we know that no product can be separated from space and exists independently, we have 

been choosing designers with experiences in top international hotels: François Champsaur, 

the Design Director, is a well-recognized expert in worldwide luxury hotels such as Club Med, 

Metropolitan, headquarters hotel Evian and boutique hotel Vernet, all of which have become 

classics in the design world; Litta Palace and the design hotel UNA in Milan are created by 

another master Luca Scacchetti, who once directed and engaged in the planning of Shanghai 

Expo Park; Marriott Hotel in Champs Elysées is the masterpiece of Pascal Allaman, etc. With 

such an international talent pool, Fargo Industrial gives its products a distinguished DNA, and they 

are born with international style and quality at the same time they meet different requirements for 

style and function.
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Without characteristics, a space design will be of no real value, for although a design should borrow from traditional concept, it is different from 
the concept. Thus, from our perspective, both the pure white European coastal beaches and the African jungles should be incorporated in 
the design theme. Even the materials used for decoration are loaded with distinctive local property and further interpret the design ideas in a 
conceptualized way. Therefore, the beauty created by the combination of regional characteristics and space design can be of moving charm.

By Francois Champsaur -the Design Director
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Near the Champs Elysees Avenue in Paris, 
there stands a building with authentic 
Ottoman style, and Gustave Eiffel , who 
designed the Eiffel Tower, is just one of its 
designers. This building has been witnessing 
the prosperity of Paris acting as the Hotel 
Vernet as early as 100 years ago.
In 2014, to celebrate its 100th anniversary, 
the hotel specially invited the famous French 
designer Francois Champsaur, the Design 
Director of the modern furniture brand 
HC28, to redesign the structure inside the 
hotel, so as to present the public with a new 
and modern image.

Hotel

Paris

Vernet
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During the restructuring, the dome 
made of colored glass and designed 
by Gustave Eiffel was preserved. But 
under the dome with strong vintage 
atmosphere, Francois relocated the M 
sofa of HC28, which makes its modern 
form and bold color create a dramatic 
contrast with the dome, and creates a 
spatial aesthetics surrounded by the 
unique modern artistic atmosphere.
With the design concept of respecting 
the history and focusing on the present, 
Francois Champsaur creates a space 
that drives the art enthusiasts crazy by 
making a clever link between the past 
and the future, which makes Vernet 
hotel surrounded by exquisite French 
elegance as well as vigorous modern 
artistic atmosphere.
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Hotel Du Ministère, close to the fashion and 
commercial center of Paris, is unnoticed and 
located on a quiet street. The hotel was built 
in 1991, and was refurbished by designer 
Francois Champsaur in 2011. At present, 
in Hotel Du Ministère, the colorful pleasure 
created by the designer is everywhere to 
be felt. Cold and warm tones permeate the 
surrounding space. Standing inside such 
building, people feel like being immersed 
in a colorful book composed by modern 
and classical words. Besides the color, light 
also plays an important role in Hotel Du 
Ministère. Francois Champsaur warms the 
whole atmosphere by using pale yellow light 
which reflects on color walls and further 
creates a fresh expression, which makes the 
hotel attractive as an art gallery.

Hotel

Paris

Ministere
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The owners of the villa are a couple of doctors 
and three children. The couple inherited from 
their parents this intermountain villa which was 
built on a highland and faces mountains and 
blue sea. The owners required the property to be 
a comfortable and holiday resort with innovative 
fashion.

Paris

Villa
Marseille
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After he reviewed the function of every room, Francois 
Champsaur decided to widen the windows to hold light 
and natural scenery as much as possible, so as to create 
an environment with "nature and design".
In order to make the interior space cozier, Francois 
Champsaur redesigned the walls to make many 
functional spaces separate while interactive.
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Considering the unique atmosphere the owners expected, after designing 
the space, Francois Champsaur tried to include some eastern colors and 
handicrafts in the space to make the modern atmosphere moist and fresh. 
Therefore, along with the owners, he began to choose classical items, such 
as orange floor lamps made by First Time, HC28's sofas and chairs, Eames' 
products, Montagnier's photographs and so on. Slowly, this surrounded-
by-mountains-and-sea villa was full of modern and graceful feeling.
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Hotel

Mauritius

ClubMed

In Mauritius, Francois Champsaur made some 
braided fabrics and various textures out of 
culms and applied these works to the roof, 
walls and even lights of Club Med, which 
makes it a fashionable and extraordinary local 
hotel. Wherever the works of Francois goes, 
people will find to their surprise that such 
common objects should be of great value, 
fashion and emotion.
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NBC
Television Broadcasting Center

Beijing Olympics

During the wonderful Olympics' times, not only the limited 
Chinoiserie editions made by many luxury brands but also the 
China-craze happened in many quarters of the world, reflecting the 
remarkable international event-"2008 Beijing Olympics". HC28, as 
the leader of modern oriental style, has produced many works with 
rich oriental cultural deposits which attract a variety of media and 
people at home and abroad. Moreover, HC28's Palm Beach chairs 
and Kube sofas were selected by the National Broadcasting 
Company (NBC) as the V.I.P. seats in the Olympic Interview Hall.
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 Location   Jinjiang, Quanzhou
Total rooms   206

Main building materials   stone, wood paneling, wallpaper
Furniture producer    HC28

Time of design   2013
Time of completion   2014

Designing company   Xiamen East Towering Design
Project introduction

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Hotel

Quanzhou

Ramada Plaza

Ramada p la za is a subsid iar y h igh-end 
business brand of America's Wyndham San 
Jose Hotel Group. Modern decoration elements 
are everywhere to be seen inside the hotel. All 
the details of spatial division, material texture, 
decorative art, and light perception are delicate 
and perfect. Moreover, many entirely different 
styles are mixed harmoniously in different 
spaces in the hotel, which provide people with 
artistic experiences.
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Hotel
Taxus-village Resort
Wuxi

 Location   Xishan District, Wuxi
Total rooms   196

Main building materials   wood paneling, wall covering and wallpaper
Furniture producer    HC28

Time of design   2012
Time of completion   2013

Designing company   Hongdou Group
Project introduction

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- Taxus-village is close to the largest taxus 

forest with over 10 thousand acres and 
grand and pleasant scenery. Within its 
traditional design, the hotel coordinates 
among culture, decoration and modern 
functions, so that it not only meets the 
requirements of meeting and holiday, 
but also display the emotion of historical 
culture. Meanwhile, it makes the forest of 
taxus, the worldwide endangered plant, 
as its background. Since its completion 
in 2013, Taxus-village has become a new 
landmark of Wuxi.
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Aman Fayun
Hotel

Hangzhou

Location    Hangzhou-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Total rooms    42
Main building materials    taxus wood,  antique brick

Furniture producer    Fargo Industrial
Time of design    2009

Time of completion    2010
Designer    Jaya lbrahim

Project introduction Located ins ide L iny in scener y spot , 
Hangzhou, Amanfayun was rebuilt from 
"Fayun Village", the primitive Hangzhou 
residence. Such buildings as guest room, 
dining room, SPA, tea room and so on all 
totally follow the original layout. The mud 
wall, made of yellow mud, crop stalks and 
rubble, the quiet stone road and staircase 
are reserved. Reconstruction was only 
performed inside the hotel to improve the 
comfortable feeling. Furnishings inside 
the room are mainly made of such natural 
materials as wood, bamboo, rattan, paper, 
cotton and flax which are easily collected 
outside.
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Aolandeji
Hotel

Tianjin

Location    Wuqing, Tianjin-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Total rooms     635
Main building materials    marble, wooden ground floor , wood finishes

Furniture producer    HC28
Time of design    2013

Time of completion    2014
Designer    Jia Lee

Project introduction All-legend International Hotel is a holiday 
hote l  i nve s ted  by  T iens  Group a nd 
comprises a square of 80,000 square 
meters and an ecologica l  garden of 
160,000 square meters. A geothermal 
spr ing , with heat f rom 2,600 meters 
underground, is its most distinctive symbol. 
This hotel is a master’s design work. It is 
a precious architectural art with solemn 
and elegant style. The cozy interior space 
advocates nature with implicit luxury. Noble 
quality is everywhere to be seen. 
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Jiangs' Residence
Apartment

Beijing

 Location   Chaoyang District, Beijing
Main building materials   marble, european wooden moulding, wallpaper

wall covering and mirror
Furniture producer    Fargo Industrial

Time of design   2008
Time of completion   2009

Designer   Jackie Yang
Project introduction

-
-

-
-
-
-
- As the first high-end apartment for the 

aged in Beijing, the project emphasizes 
natural layout, quality of life and cultural 
atmosphere. Jiangs' Mansion aims to get 
close to nature, follow the living habits of 
the aged, combine modern appreciation 
of the beauty and offer interior space with 
traditional style. Meanwhile, based on 
aesthetics and human engineering, in terms 
of size of furniture and furniture display, it 
considers the physical characteristics of 
the aged and their aesthetic needs. Thus, 
it follows the high-end orientation in all 
aspects of spiritual life and material life.
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Dahuawei
Boutique hotel

Beijing

Location    Houhai District, Beijing-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Total rooms     61
Main building materials    marble and wallpaper

Furniture producer    Fargo Industrial
Time of design    2007

Time of completion    2008
Designer    Jackie Yang

Project introduction The Dahuawei hotel is seated along the 
most famous Houhai lake, with scenery of 
the lake, temple and alley. The project is 
rebuilt from a 1950's building. Compared 
with implicit and traditional exterior, the 
interior of the hotel is clean and pleasant. 
Color matching, furniture designing, spatial 
distribution and bathroom selection all show 
the individuality and details that a boutique 
hotel should have and further display its 
respect and care for the users.
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Shanghai Private Club
All the visual scenes are shocking people with moderate strength and dramatic effects.

The interior of the club is composed by simple 
and disorderly box-like divisions which make 
the interior space rich and dramatic. All the 
shocking scenes at a moderate level bring 
to people an active visual experience. The 
main hall has a wide space, with sofas of 
different colors surrounding a private reception 
area, and is separate from the dining room, 
which makes their functions independent 
and interactive. The whole club presents a 
distinctive and elegant style with rich details.
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Libao Mansion in eastern of Taipei
The design displays elegant quality and cultural deposit by details.

Living in the mansion, but the owner requires 
more peace through using simple colors. So 
the designer just use bright tones to match 
the overall rhythm by a few cushions and 
paintings. As to the space layout, the owner 
opened every functional area and extended 
the propor t ion between the kitchen and 
the dining room, which makes it dynamic 
and comfortable. The bedroom follows an 
elegant color style, in which the louver-like 
curtains meet the free control for the light, 
just as all of the family life is under control.
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Hainachuan, Tamsui District in New Taipei
To enjoy the design in a cozy atmosphere and own the functions in life.

Hainachuan is the first building masterpiece 
in Tamsui District which combines natural 
ecology and arts and humanities, as well 
as the first high-end house that uses the 
design of all-curve facade. The designer 
made full use of the materials’ quality: the 
entry was made of stone to highlight the 
identity, the living room was decorated 
by baking finish to create moist and calm 
oriental atmosphere, and different woods 
were used to build the bedroom to make 
a sense of rapport. The project balances 
sensibility and rationality perfectly, which 
makes the owner enjoy the design in a cozy 
atmosphere and own the functions in life.
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Mansion in Xizhi District, Taipei
The design shows the Zen style naturally, while buries itself in a modern style silently.

The design shows Zen style naturally, while buries itself 
in a modern look. The space separation created a rich 
rhythm that allows the colors and patterns to express 
full of essence of new modern. 
In the living room, a big French window was used to 
bring city sight into the room, where by the interior Zen 
could echo to the exterior prosperity. The owner can 
shift freely between secular life and monastic life.
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Mansion in Beitou District, Taipei
In a household atmosphere that full of sense of order and quiet, baking-finished items with moist and rich color can also be smart decoration.

As a doctor, the owner needs a neat and quiet 
interior design; at the same time hopes the space 
has a relaxed environment to out of the stressful 
job. So the designer employed white marble with 
natural texture to build the TV wall. The dining 
room was divided by grey walls, and the large 
area of the bedroom was built with wood finishes 
to create a natural and calm atmosphere. In a 
space with whole white tone, only a few pieces 
of lacquer furniture were used to decorate the 
room to activate the atmosphere as well as meet 
various requirements of the owner.
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Private house in Jhongshan District, Taipei
The space is kept transparent and ventilating, the lines of furniture are agile and smooth, and a family atmosphere full of life is vividly created.

To l ink each area in one open space, the 
designer connected the living part with the 
dining part by an intact wood wall , so that 
the visual range is widened and the fresh 
and natural foundation is laid. Curtains were 
replaced by a shutter as a special pattern of 
the living room. All colors inside the house 
interacting with each other, and with the 
agile and smooth lines of furniture, a family 
atmosphere full of life was vividly created.
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Fargo Industrial

1802 CITIC Building, 19 Jianwai Avenue, Beijing 100004
Tel：8610-8526 2862
Fax：8610-8526 2780
E-mail：marketing@hc28.com.cn
www.hc28.com.cn






